LIGHTING

YOUR PROPERTY,
YOUR INVESTMENT

Good lighting assures a warm,
inviting, and functional atmosphere
in your home whilst reducing anxiety
and lifting your mood
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LED LIGHTS FOR BRIGHTER INDOORS
FACTS ABOUT LED LIGHTS
-Can reduce energy usage by up to 80%
-Don’t need to be replaced or maintained for up to 10 years
-Signiﬁcantly reduce ﬁre risk

LED Downlights
INSTALLED FROM $75

per fitting

Does your house have sufﬁcient lighting in all rooms? We install
Voltex LED downlights, which are covered by a 7 year warranty.
Imagine not worrying about your lighting for the next 7 years!

LED Batten Fittings
INSTALLED FROM $140

per fitting

Dingy garage, shed or large room? LED Batten Fittings are the perfect
solution. With weatherproof options too, they are the most versatile
lighting solution!

LED Oyster Light Fittings
INSTALLED FROM $100

per fitting

Oyster Lights are energy saving LED ﬁttings. Ideal for laundries, bathrooms, dressing & powder rooms, study and bedrooms. Can be switched
from Daylight to Cool White & Warm White. This light can also be
dimmed.

Quick Tip
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Adding a dimmer adds flexibility to the use of
lighting in each room. It also allows you to easily
adjust the ambience and mood of the room!

NO DARK CORNERS OUTSIDE
LED Floodlights
INSTALLED FROM $150-$550

per fitting

Back yard, driveway or tennis court needing a lighting upgrade? With
such a wide beam angle, LED flood lights provide even lighting for large
open areas.

LED Batten Fittings - Weatherproof
INSTALLED FROM $150

per fitting

LED weatherproof battens are the perfect solution for external areas that
may be subject to harsh weather conditions. They provide a bright, crisp
light.

GET SECURED WITH SENSORS
360 Degree Motion Sensor - Indoors
INSTALLED FROM $150

per fitting

This ceiling mounted motion sensor is suitable for indoor use or under
the eaves outside. This sensor turns selected lights on when movement
is detected. It has a lux sensor too, which means your lights will not be
activated during daylight.

360 Degree Motion Sensor - Outdoors
INSTALLED FROM $170

per fitting

This weatherproof wall mounted motion sensor is suitable for harsh
outdoor use. Have this sensor installed with your new outdoor floodlights or battens or have it activate your existing outdoor lights. Similar
functionality to indoor sensor.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
Reliable

Trusted

Illumination Systems
Australia is your dependable
local electrician, placing high
value on Energy Savings, and
is focused on customer
satisfaction.

We are a fully licensed
electrical contracting
business, providing
comprehensive electrical
contracting services for
residential and commercial
projects.

Great Value

Fast Install

We offer a FREE switchboard
safety inspection, with any
down light installation, and
can perform full Electrical
Safety checks on your home.

Illumination Systems
Australia has a team of
efﬁcient and dedicated,
licensed electricians ready for
your electrical project.

OUR COVID PRECAUTION
Sterilised Van

Clean Hands

Social Distancing

Illumination Systems Australias’
van is cleaned and sterilised regularly
to minimise the risk of transferring
germs between customer premises.

Illumination Systems Australia
uses alcohol based hand sanitiser
before entering and exiting any site.

Illumination Systems Australia
observes
social
distancing
recommendations at all times
when on your premises.

Snowball Ave. Mt Evelyn VIC 3796
info@illumsystems.com.au
LICENCE NO: REC30969
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ABN NO: 98 640 318 592
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All prices are including GST

